# Religion and Science

## In the Beginning: Evidence For God From Physics

**John Paul II Media Institute**

Science 390.2 | Instructional | 2012 | DVD | 4 lectures/approx. 50 min each | Part of a Series

There is no contradiction between faith and reason. This encouraging truth is the bedrock for *In the Beginning: Evidence For God From Physics*. Ideal for the inquiring mind, this two-disc DVD set features four presentations by Fr. Robert J. Spitzer, S.J., Ph.D which were shot before a live audience.

## Seven Myths about the Catholic Church & Science

**Saint Benedict Press**

Science 390.1 | Instructional | 2011 | DVD | Eight lectures/30 min ea | Part of a Series

Dr. Benjamin Wiker dispels the most common and persistent confusions about the relationship between the Faith and scientific inquiry. All too often, this relationship is presented - in the popular media and even in history books - as if it is a war, an endless battle between superstition and the forces of light and reason.

Join Professor Wiker for a fascinating exposition on a wide variety of scientific topics, including the Big Bang, Evolution, Darwinism, Aliens, and more. Discover how the Church protects the humanity of scientists, their moral dignity, and their real freedom to choose good or evil.